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About This Game
Al Emmo's Postcards from Anozira is a Hidden Object Game, inspired by the adventure game Al Emmo and the Lost
Dutchman's Mine.
THE STORY
The Mayor of Anozira needs your help to drive tourists to the town! Explore the vast desert land and learn about the local stops
and interesting wilderness areas as you use your Hidden Object skills to attract new people to the area and help local business
survive. Explore the exotic world of the Wild West and discover a host of unusual treasures. (Okay, most of it's junk, but still...)
Enter the homes of the town's many colorful inhabitants. Descend into the fabled Lost Dutchman's Mine and uncover riches
beyond your craziest imaginings. Do all this and more as you challenge your perception and observation skills.
Select from 5 playable characters: Al Emmo, Rita Peralto, Kevin the Bartender, Koko the General Store Manager, or Mayor
Herbie Trinkwasser. Choose to play casually in "relaxed" mode, or challenge your quick-thinking with the timer on. Dare you
venture into the world of sand, sun, and silliness?
FEATURES

Entertaining Gameplay
5 Playable Characters
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Bring Tourists to Anozira
Relaxed & Timed modes
Find Bonus Tokens
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Title: Al Emmo's Postcards from Anozira
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Himalaya Studios
Publisher:
Himalaya Studios
Release Date: 2 Aug, 2010
b4d347fde0

English
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More achievements!. Nice difficulty level. Nice game length.. it makes me sad i just spend 5 bucks for this, the app is amazing,
but this version is extreamly over priced and has so much crap it doesnt need, having lives is not good for a game like this,
unlocking levels is stupid because id rather play the levels i want to play and not the boring ones. also, there is really weird box
that covers up my attempts and all the tutorials. dont get me wrong, this game is fun, but if it didnt have all this stupid stuff in it
it would be amazing.. Fascinating Story +1
Great Music +1
This game is visualizing my emotion!!!!! :D
I will recommend this one if you wanna try or you are really addicted to visual novel game~. This is good if you already know
your multiplication tables up to 20. Otherwise you'd just be guessing which I don't think is a good way to learn, as its best to
learn by putting the work in counting, as oppose to over reliance on memory. In short this should not be used to learn, but for
revision.
I got this cause I wanted to learn from 12-20 X tables, and to that end it is very helpful! Games like this really are the best way
to learn, but IMO only after you have actually put the work in.. This fraud has to be removed. First time I ever asked for a
refund via Steam.
The game itself is kinda cute, but the controls are horrible! I played the game with an Xbox One wireless controller. The game
require finely tuned controls, but they are far from it which results in a very frustrating gameplay.
I've played many games with "bad" controls and always gotten use to it, but this is just way too bad.
I find this game impossible to play and I would never recommend it to anyone.
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Fun game then bored, worth those 0.10 cents (3 ruble). The game looks and plays like a Facebook game, it's even impossible to
lose. I kept waiting for the tutorial to be over but it turned out to be one big tutorial you can't lose.
It probably takes about 3 hours to complete (I was regularly away from my PC while it was still running thus 6 hours displayed).
It has achievements you unlock through the menu, yet they don't have them through Steam nobody can see I 100% completed
this "game".
I wouldn't recommend this game at any price, I only finished it because I knew I was halfway through by the time I realised the
tutorial was the entire game. It didn't help that the last 20 minutes was just grinding out points to buy temples.
tldr; don't buy this, if it's already too late when you see this, click the hand of God quickly. You can get multiple returns that
register as one click.. It's a puzzle game that's more annoying than it is challenging - the levels are uninspired and repetitive, and
the "challenge" in playing this game is more about slogging through tedious level designs that are simple once you get the hang
of the controls, but they are long and boring. It makes completing a level more of a chore than a genuinely fun challenge.
Eventually you reach a point in a level where it can be difficult to avoid hitting an obstacle, but it comes after you've mastered
some of the easier parts of the level; so you end up wasting time on what feels like a trivial task just to get to the challenging
part that you have yet to learn the ins-and-outs of, which leads to wiping out and starting over with the tedious stretch. The
obstacles put in your way felt like they were always evenly spaced and just copied-and-pasted along the stretch of track you
skate on, which basically amounts to pressing the same keys in an alternating pattern - left-right, left-right, left-right, duckjump, duck-jump, jump-jump-duck, jump-jump-duck... etc.
This game looked promising, but it was ultimately disappointing.. Review after plaing V.0.4:
+ Well thought Levellayout
+ very fun and competitive game
+ Speedrunning as a game
+ very fuid movement
- performance still is not that good
- which leads to high input lag. support devs team...
Keep up the good Work.. Good package. I am currently Level 21 and have a 5 pole case This rod and matching reel are in slot 3
with the .011 line. 6\/11\/2017 works great.. Unfortunately the game only looks good if you happen to have stamp sized screen
(800x600 looks ok).
Tried running it 1920x1080, and results were horrible.
Menu desing was horrible, you could atleast give player a brief of what theyre doing there and some settings could be set up at
fly (mouse speed)
Idea great, pricepoint should be twice lower if this is really going to be playable.
At the moment, it aint a full game. It still has potential.

. can anyone help me out why does it say to be counted why does it say that
. Christ this game has not aged well. Dodgy physics and little-to-no controller support really kills it for me, stick to
newer Trials games I'd suggest. this game's release celebrates the cruelty to animals of forcing people to use an xbox
controller to play your game
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